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University Jazz Ensembles

Elisa Fraser Wilson, *University of Texas at El Paso*
PRESENTS

LAB BAND AND FRIENDS

With

UTEP Lab Band I
JAZZ II
JAZZ SINGERS
Coronado H. S. Jazz Ensemble

Directed by:

Elisa Wilson
Don Wilkinson
Sam Trimble
Kenneth Capshaw

Patricia A. Provencio, Piano

Sunday, March 6, 2005
Fox Fine Arts Recital Hall 6:00pm
Jazz II

Let it Ride — Paul Clark
First Time Ever — Les Hooper
Bluesin’ Gold — Bill Zaccagni

Jazz Singers

My Funny Valentine — Rodgers/Hart, arr. Kirby Shaw
Come In and Stay Awhile — Rhonda Polay
Beyond the Sea — C. Trenet/J. Lawrence, arr. Kirby Shaw

INTERMISSION

Coronado High School Jazz Ensemble

Go Go — Bob Mintzer
Christina Vasquez—Trumpet
Ruben Moosiel—Bari Sax
Aaron Goldfarb—Guitar

A Nightingale Sang in Berkley Square — Arr. Frank Mantooth
Daniel Landis—Tuba
Kirby Haugland—Flugelhorn

Firestorm — Jeff Jarvis
Aaron Goldfarb—Guitar
Danny Sullivan—Drums

Lab Band I

Day In, Day Out — Arr. Sammy Nestico
Steve Hammond, Piano
Aaron Doyle, Tenor

Anything Goes — Cole Porter/Les Hooper
Aaron Doyle, Tenor

Together We Can Love — Matt Catingub
Candice Reyes, Vocal
Arash Corral, Guitar

Certain Nights I Have the Blues — Tom Kubis
Justin Cardenas, Piano
Erik Purvis, Trumpet

Donna Lee — Charlie Parker

Nice To Meet You — John Clayton
Justin Cardenas, Piano
Aaron Doyle, Tenor
Mike Barron, Trombone
Erik Purvis, Trumpet
Jazz II Personnel

Saxophones
Gilbert Martínez, Alto
Bryan Sánchez, Alto
Abel Gandara, Alto
Edder Cobos, Baritone
Michelle Vallee, Tenor
Abel Mireles, Tenor
Pablo Berumen, Tenor

Trumpets
Robert Aquinaga
Steve Hernandez
Ashley Mendez
Valeria Montes
Rebecca Rodriguez

Trombone
Ray Castaneda
Ghizar Cordera
Oscar Torres
Rhythm Section
Miquel Soto, Piano
David Valles, Guitar
Randi McGuire, Guitar
Curt Baeza, Guitar
Eddie Provencio, Drums
Andrew Gonzalez, Bass

Jazz Singers
Malori Cade
Luis Del Villar
Astrid Galván
Elisa Gomez
Alexandro Herrera
Amanda Mullins
Rocio Porras
Melanie Ramón
Scott Sigman
Brenda Solano
Stephanie Urioste

Coronado High School Jazz Ensemble

Saxophones
Ditto Aguirre, Alto
Rafael Alvarado, Alto
Derick Ainsa, Tenor
Mitchel Finley, Tenor
Ruben Montiel, Baritone

Trombone
Grant Bryan
Toni Carrick
Brett Stephens
Adam Castillo

Tuba
Daniel Landis

Trumpets
Robby Rankin
Kirby Haigland
Mike Hutson
Melissa Vasquez
Christina Vasquez
Mario Chavez

Piano
Julia Georges

Bass
Cody

Drums
Danny Sullivan

Percussion
Andre Rocha
Colin Davis

Lab Band I Personnel

Reeds
Carlos Colon*
Esmerelda Olivas
Aaron Doyle
Larry Adamo
Ernie Gonzalez

Trumpets
Ziggy Garcia*
Raul Candelaria
Courtney Hanson
Erik Porras
Priscilla Espanza

Trombones
Jerry Escobar*
Mike Barron
Cassie Hammond
Jose Reyes, Bass

Rhythm
Steve Hammond, Piano
Justin Cardenas, Piano
Oscar Molina, Bass
Kenny Bautista, Drums
Arath Corral, Guitar

* = Section Leaders
UTEPE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
FRIENDS OF THE DEPARTMENT

ENDOWED FACULTY
The Abraham Chavez, Jr. Professorship in Music

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Laura Beard and Sarah Reiser Memorial Endowed Scholarship
William K. Hill Endowed Scholarship for Music
Reverend Dr. Charles C. G. Manker Memorial Fund
Martha M. McDonald/Rainbo Baking Scholarship Fund
Phoebe and Reuben Mutnick Scholarship Fund
Roderick Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
Hannah Atkin Spits Memorial Endowed Scholarship
John and Vida White Endowment Fund

ENDOWMENT
Ruby V. Burns Endowed Fund for Music
Julie Dittmer Hart Endowed Fund for Music
Michael Salzman Endowment for Piano Performance
Schillinger Rho Sigma Tau Endowed Music Gift Fund
Dr. E. A. Thormodsgaard Vocal Music Fund
Patricia Hewitt Silence Memorial Trust

SCHOLARSHIPS
Marian Meaker Apteckar Fund for Piano Studies
Ballet Scholarship Fund
Dodson Scholarship Fund for Music
Music Department Scholarship Fund
Marguerite Loya Pearson Scholarship Fund for the Arts
Dottrance D. Roderick Music Scholarship Fund
John Herbert Shanblum Scholarship for Fine Arts
The Marlene and J.O. Stewart, Jr. Foundation Scholarship
Elisa,

Thanks for your hard work with the Jazz Singer. While we didn't get to hear a lot, it was the best we have heard from them. Keep up the great work.